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1.1 Overview to Remove Old URLs

Whenever a MARC bib was imported or created via functions 

   - [Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] (1) 
   - [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] (1) 
   - [SERHOLD Import] (2) 
   - Serials' [Copy Edit] when the record is in the 
     Aggregate Serials Frequency database (2) 
  
if that bib had a MARC tag 856 subfield u, URL, value then the CyberTools software kept that 
URL. Some of those URLs were perfectly good open access URLs. Many were not because they 
were for use by patrons and staff at the originating Z39.50 catalog, e.g., NLM's LocatorPlus. 

Function [Remove Old URLs] can remedy these old ambiguous URLs. There is little risk in using 
this function. The bibs that meet the search criteria are copied to a Batch for editing. Function 
[Batch Control] is available to function [Remove Old URLs].  

Start with the default search by selecting function [Find specified URLs]. After the search use 
function [Display Bibs] with Format "Display the following MARC tags" 245, 005, 979, and 856. 
Also select Include item "All catalog's items". 

There might be 856 tags which do not meet the search criteria. This is ok. These seemingly false 
positives are in the batch because the bib has at least one 856 occurrence that does match. The 
false positive 856 will not be removed. Only the matching occurrence will be removed. For 
example:  

  245 00 $a Journal of child psychology and psychiatry, and 
            allied disciplines.  
  856 #1 $u http://www.journals.cambridge.org/journal_TheJournal 
            ofChildPsychologyandPsychiatryandallieddisciplines 
         $y Click here to link to journal. $z Use on campus only.  
  856 41 $u http://www.blackwellpublishers.co.uk/asp/journal.asp? 
            ref=0021-9630 
  
In the above example, the second URL is the hit and only the second URL will be removed. 

If the search finds a bib with a URL that matches the search, but should be kept, then use Batch 
Control's function Edit Bib-> Status Change->Remove Bib from Batch. Once this is done, function 
[Return to Cataloging Menu] will take you back to the Remove Old URLs menu. If the search 
criteria were grossly inaccurate, then Batch Control's function Change Batch Status->Remove 
Batch ends the edit session. Please note that function [Remove Old URLs] has a [Cancel] 
function which also removes the batch.  

If the URLs that match the search are ones that should be removed, then select function 
[Remove problem URLs]. You can review the editing via function [Display Bibs]. If the data are 
perfect, then select function [Update Catalog with Batch]. That latter function will end the function 
[Remove Old URLs]. 



After running the default search, try two other safe searches. First change Search from "Bibs 
imported as part of SERHOLD" to "Print Serials not edited since YEAR". Take all of the other 
default, and complete the process. Next change Search to "Any bib not edited since YEAR" to 
this year and add Restriction "Only remove Aggregate Serials Database URLs". Complete the 
process.  

If you have not added any URLs intentionally, and are not in a union catalog, then a reasonable 
search is 

 Search: (*) Any bib not edited since YEAR 
 YEAR = use the current year 
 Remove all Restrictions.  
  
Function [Remove Old URLs] is found on the Cataloging menu.  

Footnotes:  

  (1) Problem existed until August 2008.  
  (2) Problem existed until February 2012.  

1.2 Remove Old URLs
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1.3 Fields:  Remove Old URLs

1.3.1 Field 1 Last Function:  50 characters, display only

Purpose:  to display the last function used on this window.  

1.3.2 Field 2 Batch Number and range.:  75 characters, display only

After the search is conducted, the bibs are placed into a batch.  This field displays the batch 
number, date, EDIT, HOLD, the number of bibs in the batch, the catalog, and the cataloger's 
name.  

1.3.3 Field 3 Function Keys

1.3.4 Field 4 URL Search Definition:  mandatory

Search "SERHOLD imported bibs with cutoff YEAR" looks at all bibs in Serials Management. If 
the library is in a union catalog, then all catalogs are included in the search. This search assumes 
that CyberTools imported your SERHOLD Holdings Report, therefore the Search is 

  - MARC tag 979 $e, Original user, is CYBER;  
  - MARC tag 979 $g, Last user, is CYBER;  
  - YEAR is the start year of the catalog plus (unless edited) 
    compared to 
    + the year in tag 005;  
    + the year in tag 979 $b;  
  - and any of the Restrictions.  
  
Search "Print Serials not edited since YEAR" looks at all bibs in Serials Management. If the 
library is in a union catalog, then all catalogs are included in the search. Therefore the search is 

  - YEAR compared to 
    + the year in tag 005;  
    + the year in tag 979 $b;  
  - and any of the Restrictions.  
  
Search "Any bib not edited since YEAR" looks at all bibs. If the library is in a union catalog, then 
all catalogs are included in the search. Therefore the search is 

  - YEAR compared to 
    + the year in tag 005;  
    + the year in tag 979 $b;  
  - and any of the Restrictions.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
SERHOLD imported bibs with cutoff YEAR
Print Serials not edited since YEAR
Any bib not edited since YEAR
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1.3.5 Field 5 Year:  4 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  field Year is an inclusive value that compares to the year in tag 005 and tag 979 $b.  

1.3.6 Field 6 Restrictions:  multiple

Purpose: field Restriction changes the nature of the search.  

Option "Keep any URL with Link Text" assumes that any link text (856 $y) was manually added 
by the library's cataloger, therefore the URL should be kept.  

Option "Keep any URL with a Public Comment" assumes that any public comment  (856 $z) was 
manually added by the library's cataloger, therefore the URL should be kept.  

Option "Only remove Aggregate Serials Database URLs" changes the search base. The search 
goes through the Aggregate Serials Database. Each record's ISSN is tested in the catalog. If the 
ISSN is in the catalog, then the Aggregate Serials Database URLs are compared to the catalog's 
URLs. When they match, and are within the Year, and any other Restriction(s), then the bib is 
placed into the batch.  

1.3.7 Field 7 Find specified URLs:  

Function [Find specified URLs] sweeps through the catalog searching for URLs which match the 
Search, Year, and Restrictions.  If a URL is found then the URL's bib is placed in batch for 
editing.  

1.3.8 Field 8 Post-Search Menu:  

The Post-Search Menu is deactivated until the search is executed.  The search places matching 
bibs into a batch.  The Post-Search Menu manages the process thereafter.  

Function [Batch Control] opens to the entire standard Batch Control menu. Therefore individual 
bibs can be edited, or the entire batch can be edited. When Batch Control is done, the cataloger 
is returned here (as long as the batch is still HOLD).  

Function [Display Bibs] is the same function found on Batch Control. The common tags to view 
are 245, 005, 979, and 856.  

Function [Export MARC] saves the bibs from the catalog (not the batch) to a file on the 
cataloger's workstation. The bibs can be imported if the batch edits and subsequent function 
[Update Catalog with Batch] was a problem, i.e., the cataloger made a mistake.  

Function [Remove problem URLs] use the same search criteria found in the top panel to select 
then remove targeted tag 856 occurrences. If a bib has a tag 856 occurrence that does not meet 
the search criteria, then that occurrence is preserved.  

Function [Update Catalog with Batch] will push the batch's MARC bibs into the live catalog. 
Function [Remove Old URLs] will end. The batch can still be accessed via Cataloging's [Batch 
Control].  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Batch Control (returns here)
Display Bibs
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Export MARC
Remove problem URLs
Update Catalog with Batch

1.3.9 Field 9 Controls Cancel & Help:  

Function [Cancel] will close the window. If a batch was built then Cancel will remove it.  

Function [Help] displays the Extended Help for the window.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Cancel
Help
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